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Art Brut: an IntroducCon 

The basis of this thesis derives from my recurring interest in the movement known as 

Art Brut. As a provocaCve and oSen misunderstood branch of fine art, Art Brut has 

gained much notoriety over the years due to the sincerity of its arCsts and the naive, 

spontaneous nature of the work. To hone in on what this movement really means we 

must first look at the definiCon of its name. The term Art Brut was coined by French 

arCst Jean Dubuffet and translates into english as, ‘raw art’. The first use of the term 

was in a leWer from Dubuffet to painter René Auberjonois in which he stated; 

“I preferred ‘Art Brut’ instead of ‘Art Obscur’, because professional art does not 

seem to me any more visionary or lucid; rather the contrary....Why then do you 

write that gold in its raw state is more fake than imitaCon gold? I like it beWer 

as a nugget than as a watchcase. Long live fresh-drawn, warm, raw buffalo 

milk.” (Dubuffet, 1967) 

Since its iniCal inauguraCon it has also been referred to as ‘outsider art’, which was 

coined by BriCsh art historian Roger Cardinal. And although this is someCmes 

considered a broader term than Dubuffet’s original definiCon, they are generally 

defined as one movement. Art that falls into these categories are those that do not fit 

within the margins of the tradiConal art world. This includes work produced by 
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children, the criminally insane, people confined to mental health insCtuCons and 

primiCve arCsts. Outsider arCsts are self-taught and are oSen on the boundaries of 

every day society, which means that there is no parCcular audience in mind for their 

work nor are they aiming for approval from the commercial art world. The work is 

created, ‘from their own depths and not from clichés of classical art or art that is 

fashionable’ (Dubuffet, 1949). These works are therefore not confined to any 

parCcular aestheCc or visual characterisCc, only the idenCty and social status of the 

arCst is what gives it this label. In my opinion the clearest definiCon of what it means 

to be an outsider in the art world comes from author Jane Kallir (2003): 

"Outsider art is not a game that the arCsts themselves are allowed to play. An 

arCst is anointed an “outsider” by members of the mainstream who have 

determined that he or she, for whatever reasons of mental incapacity or 

biographical circumstance, is incapable of fully comprehending or adhering to 

mainstream tradiCons." 

I am going to explore what it means to be considered an outsider, and how this affects 

the status of their work. I will take into consideraCon the ethical implicaCons that 

comes from working with an outsider. I will examine those who may not be mentally 

capable of understanding the implicaCons of being an arCst, to those who cannot 

legally sell their work due to criminal acCvity, and everything in between. 
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Otherness: What Defines an Outsider? 

Before we consider what it means to be an outsider in the context of the art world, I 

think it is important to grasp the literal definiCon of the two words that I will be 

referencing so frequently throughout this thesis which are ‘outsider’ and ‘otherness’. 

The definiCon of outsider as offered by the oxford dicConary is, “A person who does 

not belong to a parCcular organisaCon or profession” and otherness as, “The quality or 

fact of being different”. Although these definiCons seem cut and dry, it is oSen difficult 

to determine who is, or should be considered an outsider in the context of the art 

world.  

Does this mean that someone who has never studied fine art at university but has 

perhaps come from an academic and otherwise privileged background, who later in 

life decided to become a painter is an outsider? Or Does the arCst need to have some 

kind of debilitaCon, be it physical, mental, societal or otherwise that marginalises them 

to be granted with this Ctle? Are there elements within all of us that could be 

considered to be marginalising? There is no way to exclusively define this 

phenomenon, nor determine an accurate answer to these quesCons as there are many 

branches of outsider art, and the lines are extremely blurry as to if it should be 

consCtuted as such.  
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InsCtuConalised Art 

For paCents insCtuConalised for psychiatric care, art making is oSen used as a form of 

therapy. It can help people access feelings that they may not be able to vocalise and it 

can enhance ones self esteem through skill building and promoCng feelings of 

accomplishment. However it is oSen hard to disCnguish what is considered “art” in the 

context of a psychiatric environment as what is created is oSen a byproduct from a 

therapeuCc method. Is this work merely a document of their mental illness or is it a 

sincere form of self expression that holds merit outside of their insCtuCon? To some, 

‘psychoCc art’ is one of the most solidified forms of raw art as its makers are already 

very much considered to be outsiders due to their psychological diagnosis, confirming 

their right to the Ctle. Being insCtuConalised oSen means that these arCsts are already 

separated from convenConal societal and social norms. Work created within an 

insCtuCon also usually holds those raw and rough qualiCes that people associate with 

outsider work, partly due to their use of unconvenConal materials and lack of 

resources. PsychoCc art, parCcularly schizophrenic art is oSen a result of autonomous 

acCons, compulsion and hallucinaCon, making it incredibly sincere and raw.  

In addiCon to the paCents’ pre-exisCng mental illnesses that landed them within an 

insCtuCon, the ‘physical loss of contact through insCtuConal confinement’ (Maclagan, 

2009) could be said to contribute to their creaCve chaos, parCcularly as the rise of 
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popularity in schizophrenic and insCtuConalised art happened at a Cme when 

psychiatric medical pracCces were much more experimental and by todays standards, 

oSen cruel and immoral.  

Henry Darger (1892-1973) is perhaps the most famous outsider arCst to have ever 

lived. As a young boy he was insCtuConalised at the Illinois Asylum for Feeble-Minded 

Children aSer being orphaned, which in addiCon to being bullied by classmates, 

perhaps moulded him into the reclusive character he became in adulthood. His large 

and very extensive body of work was found aSer his death, when his landlord Nathan 

Lerner was dealt with the task of clearing his apartment. In Darger’s apartment he 

found a 15,000 page manuscript along with hundreds of illustraCons [Fig.3,4] which 

he had lengthily Ctled, “The Story of the Vivian Girls, in What is Known as the Realms 

of the Unreal, of the Glandeco-Angelinian War Storm, Caused by the Child Slave 

Rebellion”. Darger was said to be a loner, and to have spent most of his Cme in 

complete isolaCon, leading many to believe his idyllic work was a form of escapism. 

This is compromised however when we see the dark and macabre themes such 

hermaphrodiCc children being stalked and murdered within the fantasy world he has 

created for his own pleasure (Maizels, 2009). In a review for an exhibiCon ‘Realms of 

the Unreal’, showcasing Darger’s work at the Carl Hammer Gallery, G. Jurek Polanski 

noted that his work was not so simply escapist, as, “The elements of horror and 

violence, the level of acCon depicted, point more toward a working out of quesCons 

about his world”. 
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Transgressive and provocaCve artworks have always held public interest, Adolf Wölfi 

(1864-1930), another notable outsider arCst, is oSen considered as one of the most 

giSed insCtuConalised arCsts, creaCng a hugely elaborate body of work that has 

become a seminal part of Art Brut. Born in Bern, Switzerland, Wölfi was a vicCm of 

both sexual and physical abuse throughout his life. ASer various run ins with the law 

regarding child molestaCon charges, he was admiWed to the Waldau Clinic where he 

spent the rest of his life and created his huge archive of arCsCc works. Wölfi suffered 

from hallucinaCons, later being diagnosed with schizophrenia, which is what inspired 

most of his work. Despite having a good deal of skill in drawing, prose and music, he 

was not arCsCcally trained in any way and his work was evidently a manifestaCon of 

his mental illnesses. His work was, “unequivocally connected with his psychosis and 

was internally driven.” (Morgenthaler, 1992) 

The conceptual evoluCon of Art Brut, and specifically art within asylums and hospitals 

can somewhat be accredited to Hans Prinzhorn. Prinzhorn (1886-1933) was an art 

historian and psychiatrist. Well versed in both professions, he had a revoluConary 

approach to the mentally ill. Whilst sCll abiding by the scienCfic principles of his 

medical training, he was enthralled by the spontaneous art of his psychiatric paCents. 

ASer working as an army surgeon, he was recruited at the Heidelberg Psychiatric 

Clinic. Prior to his arrival at the clinic in 1919, Dr Karl Williams had been studying the 

‘spontaneous art’ of the psychoCc paCents in their care and had already started a 

small collecCon of their work (MacGregor, 19c9). He then went on to do more 

extensive research and gathering new materials, making Heidelberg’s collecCon the 
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‘largest and finest collecCon in Europe’. [Fig.5,6] In 1922 he published his first book, 

‘ArCstry of the Mentally Ill’ which uClised the research he had done at his Cme at 

Heidelberg. Prinzhorn strived to either discover, or create a common ground and 

connecCon between the mainstream art world and the outsider. In his words to, 

“actualise the psyche and thereby build a bridge from the self to others” (Prinzhorn, 

1972) 

Humanity has cast aside others and deemed them as outsiders due to their mental 

health for centuries, and a the meaning of ‘madness’, and how those diagnosed as 

such are treated is something that has evolved drasCcally over Cme. Michel Foucault 

(1926-1984) wrote about these changes extensively in his book ‘Folie et Déraison: 

Histoire de la folie à l'âge classique’, (1961) which was later translated into english and 

published in 2006 enCtled, ‘History of Madness’. This is an extensive and thorough 

analyCcal text that covers a broad spectrum of the societal history of madness. For 

the purposes of this thesis I am only going to be referencing the elements of the work 

that refers to fine art in relaCon to madness. Foucault analyses how European 

Western society has defined, viewed and ostracised those who have been diagnosed 

as ‘insane’ or ‘mad’. He argues that the idea of madness is more of a social construct 

rather than one of accurate psychiatric diagnosis, and that social percepCon 

determines if they are to be seen as a madman, a fool or to be highly regarded and 

empathised. In his own words,  
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“The gesture that divides madness is the consCtuCve one, not the science that 

grows up in the calm that returns aSer the division has been made.” (Foucault, 

1961)  

Conclusively, Foucault states that the idea that praises parCcular achievements of 

those deemed to be mentally impaired or insane yet, ‘condemns madness as an enCty 

and in itself as a debilitaCng force to the modern mode of life’, is nothing short of 

hypocrisy (HuWon, 2011).  
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The Murderabilia Market and Son of Sam Laws 

Society has always been interested into seeing the world through the eyes of an 

outsider, and for some people art produced by criminals and the criminally insane is 

the most provocaCve strain of outsider art imaginable. This intrigue most likely stems 

from how something like murder, rape or other violent crimes are so completely far 

removed from the average person’s daily life, we are aWracted to seeing the creaCve 

output of these disturbed minds of these individuals.  

The majority of criminal art is created aSer they have already been imprisoned for 

their crimes. Prisoners oSen use art as a therapeuCc device and are encouraged to 

paint, write poetry and take part in various other forms of posiCve self-expression in 

order to cope with their Cme in prison. There are cases however, where creaCve 

outlets are simply used as a method of passing Cme and keeping occupied whilst 

incarcerated. Regardless of the prisoner’s intenCon, a lot of these works have found 

their place in an ever growing market, Murderabilia. 

Murderabilia, a term coined by Andy Kahan, the former director of the Houston Police 

Department's Crime VicCms Office has become an internet phenomenon over the 

years. The term refers to the collecCon of items relaCng to murder, murderers and 

other violent crimes. There has been a huge surge in the market’s popularity since the 
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rise of the internet, with hundreds of websites dedicated solely to ‘merchandise’ 

relaCng to infamous criminals. Murderabilia does not only refer to the selling of art 

created by criminals, it includes many bizarre items such as food packets that the 

criminal ate from in the visiCng room and locks of hair. I do find it important to 

menCon this phenomenon even though it is not exclusively related to art sales. I have 

considered it an integral part of my research as is echoes that familiar obsession that 

people always seem to have with societal outsiders. It should come as no surprise that 

these items appeal to a large audience, as there are countless infamous criminals who 

have gained an almost celebrity level social status, the most notable example of this 

being Charles Manson who has become a pop culture figure to some as opposed to 

only being noted for his crimes. This obsession and fascinaCon with the dark nature of 

criminal acCvity, could be seen as a, “symbol of societal decadence”. (Newton, 2000). 

Over the years there has been stricter limitaCons on what can and cannot be sold 

online, and there are many quesCons that linger around monetary gain from 

commivng a crime. Andy Kahan is widely considered in the online Murderabilia 

community to be partly responsible for the banning of sales on eBay, which became 

effecCve on May 17th 2001. From that date onwards the site banned items that were 

linked with "notorious individuals who have commiWed murderous crimes within the 

last 100 years.” (Shwartz, 2001) This In turn, deterred them from the widely used, user 

friendly online marketplace and forced sellers ‘underground’ so to speak, to create 

their own selling plaworms. When asked by VocaCv magazine about his stance on this 

ban Kahan stated,  
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“From a vicCm’s perspecCve, as someone who is on the board for parents of 

murdered children, it’s the most nauseaCng, disgusCng thing in the world to find 

out person who murdered your love ones has items being hawked by third 

parCes for pure profit.” 

Although the public interest in purchasing murderabilia was at its highest in the early 

2000s, it is sCll an ever developing and changing market. The interest in art by 

prisoners is sCll ripe within the art world and has resulted in many controversial 

exhibiCons and events over the years. Dangerous criminals, some serving life 

sentences have created a name for themselves through their art, using their 

associated crimes to heighten their status to in some cases, that of a celebrity.  

Perhaps the most famous case of ‘serial killer turned arCst’ is John Wayne Gacy 

(1942-1994). John Wayne Gacy was responsible for sexually assaulCng and murdering 

at least 33 young men and teenage boys between the years of 1972 and 1978. His 

painCngs most notably included the ‘Pogo The Clown’ figure that he would dress up 

as throughout the Cme that the killings took place [Fig.7]. The presentaCon of criminal 

art in galleries has always been a controversial topic with many people having varying 

opinions of the ethical implicaCons of its promoCon. There have been many occasions 

in which curators have put on exhibiCons featuring Gacy’s work. In 2011, his artwork, 

among other various memorabilia items were shown at an exhibiCon enCtled, 

‘MulCples: The Artwork of John Wayne Gacy' at The Art Factory in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
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The gallery had iniCally intended for all the money from the art sales to be donated to 

the NaConal Centre for VicCms of Crime. The organisaCon however declined this offer 

and did not want their name associated with the exhibiCon in any way. Mary 

Rappaport, A spokesperson for the charity stated that,  

“out of respect for the vicCms’ families, we have not agreed and would not 

agree to accept any contribuCon that comes from the sale of John Wayne 

Gacy’s work, which he did while in prison for torturing and murdering young 

boys and men. We believe that the idea of benefiCng from an acCvity relaCng 

to such egregious and violent crimes would be in poor taste to the 

extreme.” (Peterson, 2011) 

Due to increased interest and every growing popularity for this marketplace, there are 

laws that have been put in place that prevent criminals profiCng financially from their 

crimes and taking advantage of their notoriety. These laws are referred to as “Son of 

Sam laws”. They can restrict the selling of a criminal’s stories to news outlets for profit, 

the sale of their art or sales of any associated memorabilia. The first Son of Sam law 

was enacted by The New York legislature in 1977. The Ctle of this legislaCon derives 

from the nickname used by serial killer David Berkowitz who commiWed 6 murders 

between 1976 and 1977. The police man hunt to capture Berkowitz, mixed with the 

widespread press coverage of the killings raised concerns that he would try to profit 

from the sale of his story. There are also cases of Son of Sam laws being extended to 
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friends or family of criminals who seek profit by contacCng reporters or filmmakers to 

financially benefit from their associaCon or connecCon to the criminal.  

These laws in some circumstances could prevent a gallery or art associaCon from 

making money from the sale of Murderabilia or associated art, but the market is sCll 

very much up and running, so these laws have not put a stop to their sales enCrely, 

with many high profile celebriCes and art dealers owning work by notorious serial 

killers. This is usually because a third party is profiCng, not the criminal. Many sellers 

have found ways to get around legal restricCons set up regarding profitability of 

murderabilia items. Although they may not be directly paying the criminal for their 

artwork or personal items, many sellers have built friendships and working 

relaConships with prisoners and have come to mutual agreements. Eric Holler, owner 

of Murderabilia website Serial Killer Ink [Fig.8] has stated that he never buys anything 

from the criminals, he merely accepts painCngs and other items that he can sell, and 

keeps the profit for himself. However, the inmate would benefit from this exchange as 

Holler is there to lend a helping hand whenever they are in need, so they would be in 

fact profiCng from the sale of their artwork, just not technically in cash;  
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“If [the inmate] is down on money or necessiCes, I will help him out with money. 

They know I’m not going to pay them outright for items. But if they need help, 

and let’s be honest, they’re inmates, they aren’t making any money, they need 

help. I don’t have any problem if someone needs 50 bucks or 100 to buy 

necessiCes. I have no problem with helping these guys out. They’re paying my 

bills.” (Moore, 2016) 

There are certain complicaCons with the enforcement of Son of Sam laws, most 

notably the contradicCon with the first amendment to the United States ConsCtuCon, 

and in turn, the right to free speech. This case was taken to the Supreme Court in 

1991 by publishing company Simon and Schuster in regards to the profits from the 

book ‘Wiseguy: A Life in a Mafia Family’, a piece of non ficCon wriCng by Nicholas 

Pileggi regarding Henry Hill and organised crime in New York City. Henry Hill was paid 

by the author to cooperate in the wriCng process of the book. Simon and Schuster 

won their case aSer an unanimous court decision. JusCce Sandra Day O’Connor, 

opposed the law staCng, "A statute is presumpCvely inconsistent with the First 

Amendment if it imposes a financial burden on speakers because of the content of 

their speech.” (Gold, 2014) 

So these laws may directly restrict the criminal from financial gain, but what about 

galleries? Should anyone be allowed to make a profit from the work of a criminal or 

someone who is insCtuConalised?  
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Our FascinaCon with ‘The Other’ 

The value of outsider arCsts’ work is almost always determined by the story of the 

maker, their history, their health condiCon or their crimes. What is is that draws us to 

otherness? What makes us so interested in the macabre or insane nature of this work? 

Perhaps these extreme experiences felt by others is what makes us feel normalised 

and like a funcConing member of society. There are artworks that push us so far 

towards the edge of comfort and there is an underlying fascinaCon with morbidity and 

distress that capCvates all of us. I think there is also a part of us that relates to some 

of the more uncomfortable or darker aspects of outsider art, and that a lot of the Cme 

the ‘other’ isn’t so different from ourselves. Most of us can relate to the feeling of 

isolaCon and being misunderstood, which is habitually the route of our intrigue within 

this movement. Concerningly however, there is at Cmes a ‘freak show’ element in 

regards to outsider art. The work is oSen not relatable but it is the feeling of intrigue 

that draws us in. There is a ‘spectacle of difference’ when we are viewing the work of 

someone so far removed from who we are, or at least who we perceive ourselves to 

be. I think fundamentally though, the reason so many people have been capCvated by 

the work of outsider arCsts is due to the sincerity and raw elements within their 

pracCce, and in fact, a lot of them don’t have a ‘pracCce’ at all, nor would they even 

consider themselves to be arCsts. Raw art unveils creaCon in its truest form, free from 

the drive for commercial success and untainted by passing fads and trends.  
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Ethical ImplicaCons and Ownership 

There are many quesCons of ethics in relaCon to outsider art that are not prominent 

issues within the realm of the convenConal art world. Many of these makers do not 

consider themselves arCsts, nor do they know much at all of the art world and are 

oSen not in a posiCon to righwully make decisions regarding the publicaCon or 

moneCsaCon of their work for themselves. It could be very easy to manipulate 

someone into giving away the rights to their work, allowing it to be shown publicly in 

galleries when they may be unaware of the implicaCons or pressures that could come 

from these acCons. Most of these arCsts may not be able to represent themselves 

properly in the art world due to lack of knowledge about the industry and may not 

have the same thought processes that everyone they are working with has, leaving 

them somewhat in the dark. Although these concerns apply to a large group of 

marginalised people, it is of course not true for all outsider arCsts as there are varying 

degrees of abiliCes and experiences that alters their posiCon. For some arCsts who 

want to firmly situate themselves in the art world, notoriety and financial success from 

their art making is a goal they will strive their whole careers to reach. However for a 

vulnerable adult or someone who is in some other way debilitated, this may not be a 

lifestyle or work commitment they are prepared to make.  

There are circumstances where the way in which a publicaCon or exhibiCon is labelled 

and presented to the public is where the concern actually lies with the arCst. To some, 
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being given the label of an “outsider” only further marginalises them from socieCes 

standards and has been viewed as patronising. There are representaCves within the 

mental health fields who are calling for the “de-medicalisaCon” of art created by 

marginalised groups and that this work should not be, “discussed through the use of 

diagnosCc categories, as it is felt such discussion has the potenCal to demean the 

creator” (Jones, 2010). To avoid this kind of patronisaCon it is important to consider 

that not all makers who fall into the category of an outsider arCst are not necessarily 

comfortable with being labelled so. This label may bring false preconcepCons and 

negaCve stereotypes to the individual and with it, discriminaCon.  

In 1977 Lee Krasner took legal acCon in regards to this issue. Krasner (1908-1984) 

was an arCst and widow of influenCal painter and pioneer of the abstract expressionist 

movement, Jackson Pollock. In his late 20s/early 30s, Pollock worked with Jungian 

Psychoanalysts as a therapeuCc method of dealing with his depression and 

alcoholism. Those close to him have said that although his treatment was not actually 

successful in helping his depression or alcoholism, the Jungian techniques and 

processes he was introduced to allowed him to tap into his subconscious and heavily 

influenced his work. It validated the raw, conceptual and symbolic direcCon his work 

was headed in. (Smith, 2010)  

One of the results of his treatment being his painCng ‘Male and Female” [Fig.9] which 

was debuted in 1943 at Art of This Century gallery in New York City. Whilst 

undergoing his treatment, Pollock had created an enCre collecCon of autonomous 
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drawings, and in 1977, 22 years aSer his death, one of his former psychoanalysts 

decided to exhibit these drawings to the public, labelling them as “PsychoanalyCc 

Drawings”. Krasner saw this publicaCon as a break in ethical code as she saw these 

works as medical records. To Krasner, seeing her late husband associated alongside 

something that wasn't a true representaCon of who he was as a person was evidently 

upsevng. In an Interview with Betsey Carter for ARTnews magazine (1977) Krasner 

stated: 

“I would not dream of not having these drawings shown. I think of them as a 

very interesCng body of work. But I do not want them seen in the warped 

context of psychoanalyCcal art. Whether or not [the analyst’s] interpretaCons 

are correct — that’s not my field. But he’s encroaching on my field when he 

discusses Pollock’s art and aWaches psychological significance to it.” 

From her statement it is clear to see that her main issue lies in the way they are 

shown, that they are given a context that she finds far removed from what the work 

really represents. This case is an example of how there are ethical implicaCons and 

conflicts that can arise from outsider art that aren’t just directly from the arCst. In the 

end she did not win the legal baWle as the work was not classifiable as medical 

documentaCon, but instead something that was donated to the psychoanalyst from 

Pollock. (Jones, 2010). Pollock had a career long before and long aSer his work with 

psychoanalysis, and may not be a viable example of a marginalised character due to 

his previous success, but in regards to more unknown, or naive arCsts, there are a lot 
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of conflicCng opinions about where the value of art created within a therapeuCc 

context lies. These labels that are forced upon people can cause further sCgmaCsm in 

addiCon to the issues that they already face. Joanna Bosse is a curator who worked on 

‘Everyday imagining: new perspecCves on Outsider art’ at the Ian PoWer Museum in 

2014 and stated that,  

“While accepCng there is this category called outsider art with a historical 

precedent and lineage, I wanted to look deeper at how we come to the work.”  

Here she is staCng that the work is beyond a label, there is much more to this work 

than just being outside of the typical convenCons of society and that it cannot be 

seen as black and white. Unfortunately, due to alienaCon from mainstream society, 

and parCcularly the mainstream art world, these arCsts are oSen put in to this 

category for their enCre careers, and find it difficult to break down that barrier. It 

could also be said that there are some ‘unfair’ and biased posiCve responses from 

being labelled as an outsider arCst. There may be a greater interest in a person’s work 

due to their condiCon or economic status rather than their arCsCc abiliCes or aestheCc 

value, and that is always going to be a conflict that exists within the outsider art 

world. 

There are many ways in which outsider art being shown to the public is a posiCve 

thing for those involved. ParCcularly in recent years, there has been further demand 

for inclusivity of marginalised groups within the art world, and outsider art Ccks this 
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box. These exhibiCons oSen raise awareness for the condiCons that a lot of outsider 

arCsts suffer from, and can help gauge a beWer understanding of their percepCons and 

feelings. These people are oSen sCgmaCsed and indeed made to feel like an outsider 

because of whatever it is that makes their work fall into this category. However, 

levng their creaCvity flourish could be very beneficial in creaCng a bridge between 

the general audience and the marginalised.  

Galleries and insCtuCons who are supporCng or curaCng outsider art oSen face a lot 

of backlash and have to be parCcularly careful about how they deal with the arCsts 

and their work. James BreW is a curator who founded the Gallery of Everything [Fig.9] 

in London, a gallery solely dedicated to, ‘non-academic arCsts and private-art makers’. 

This gallery aWempts to show work that would otherwise not be seen, but BreW is 

parCcularly careful about the decisions he makes in regards to how the work is shown 

and how the arCsts are portrayed. In an interview with Alexis Petridis for The Guardian 

(2016) BreW stated, “It’s hugely important that it doesn’t become a freak show – I 

really try to make sure that we’re not doing it.” From simply browsing their website it is 

clear that this is not an exploitaCve project, and the language used is very carefully 

constructed. Even their refusal to label the gallery with the term outsider art is 

interesCng. When asked about why he has chosen not to define the gallery with that 

term he responded: 

“It sounds negaCve. It defines itself by an inside and an outside, so the arCsts – 

who are oSen vulnerable adults, or at least unusual – find themselves with a 
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word that describes them that suggests an otherness that I felt wasn’t correct. 

So ‘non-academic arCsts’ definitely describes them in one way, and ‘private art-

making’ describes the core of it, because almost all of these arCsts started 

making art for a private purpose.” 

In the psychoanalyCc field, the majority of insCtuCons will not release art work 

created by paCents if for whatever reason, they are unable to give their full consent. 

There are no legal responsibiliCes of the insCtuCon to disclose things of this nature, 

and although there is a certain amount of ‘public intrigue’ to see these art works. 

Unless the arCst is able to consent to the distribuCon of their work, it will most likely 

not be publicly released. It is the insCtuCons duty of care to protect their paCents 

privacy and not publicise their personal creaCons. Work created within an insCtuConal 

environment is oSen made from a place of trauma and perhaps discreCon should be 

shown in these instances. These concerns of ethics have not gone unnoCced. There is 

an annual symposium organised by the European AssociaCon of Outsider Art that 

features presentaCons by academics and experts in the field of outsider art and leads 

discussions regarding an, ‘ethically responsible approach’ to the outsider art world. 

One of the major issues that the EAOA deals with is the possible exploitaCon of 

people diagnoses with psychiatric disorders and their personal experiences becoming 

fabricated or trivialised. The content of their work is oSen not designed to be seen by 

anyone other than themselves or their doctors or helpers so the original intenCon of 

the work has been lost. 
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When Outsider Art Becomes Mainstream 

Although there are oSen blurred lines and varied opinions between who is considered 

a true outsider arCst, to those who work around it, making a point to categorise this 

work is an integral part of its arCsCc context. There are cases in which an arCst fits 

into a marginalised secCon of society therefore by definiCon making them an outsider, 

yet their social status or popularity denies them this Ctle. Take someone like Banksy 

for example, Banksy has reached celebrity status with his elaborate pranks and 

infamous graffiC work, whilst sCll remaining semi anonymous. But does his fame 

outweigh his ‘otherness’, and could someone with this level of commercial success 

really be deemed an outsider?   

Yayoi Kusama (1929-) is another example of an arCst who in Dubuffet’s theory should 

fall into the category of outsider art due to her abusive upbringing and mental health 

status, yet this Ctle has been withheld due to her incredible commercial success. 

Kusama is predominantly untrained, having only studied the Japanese painCng style 

‘nihonga’ for 18 months in her twenCes. Kusama checked herself voluntarily into the 

Seiwa Hospital for the mentally ill in Tokyo aSer suffering from Obsessive Compulsive 

Disorder. There is where she eventually decided to reside on a permanent basis, and 

she remains as a resident there to this day. Her work is deeply rooted and personal, 

and according to Kusama, is a result of her hallucinaCons, which is responsible for her 

infamous polka dot aestheCc she has become well known for [Fig.10]. When being 
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interviewed by Bomb Magazine (1999) about the relaCon between her mental illness 

and her art she stated; 

“I translate the hallucinaCons and obsessional images that plague me into 

sculptures and painCngs. All my works in pastels are the products of 

obsessional neurosis and are therefore inextricably connected to my disease.”  

I believe there to be a strong parallel between the arCsCc pracCces of Yayoi Kusama 

and the schizophrenic arCsts who gave way to Art Brut at its incepCon. Hallucinogenic 

prompCng to make art is something that draws us in so intently to the world of 

outsider art, yet Kusama is widely disregarded as falling into this category. Although 

she holds certain traits associated with an outsider arCst, her commercial success and 

her inclusiveness in New York’s Avant-Garde social circles separates her from the 

naivety associated with true outsider art.  
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Conclusion 

It could be said that a key element of being regarded as a genuine outsider arCst, is a 

lack of success. If we were to strictly categorise arCsts with definiCve labels, there may 

be a Cme limit on how long one could be considered an outsider. For it is the 

authenCcity that is the prevalent part of this movement. How long can someone stay 

‘untouched’ from societal norms and remain under the surface?  

Throughout my research, the world of Art Brut has spiralled into something so much 

larger than the concept that was iniCally coined. And although categories such as 

‘schizophrenic art’ and ‘self taught arCsts’ are aptly named and easier to define. The 

concept of what is ‘inside’ and what is ‘outside’, is perhaps something that can simply 

not be answered. For instance, discussions and treatments of psychosis and general 

mental health awareness has drasCcally changed in terms of social acceptability since 

the first use of the term. The idea of there being such a thing as ‘normal art’ is 

something that should be challenged as it can be easy to get wrapped up in having 

definiCve labels, and perhaps we should accept that there is no way of exclusively 

defining this phenomenon. There are raw and sincere aspects in the majority of 

creaCve outputs, and the boundaries of what has separates us has and will conCnue 

to be blurred.  
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“The possibility of madness is 
therefore implicit in the very 
phenomenon of passion” 

-Richard Foucault 
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Fig. 1 - Autograph Le:er 

Handwri:en le:er of Jean Dubuffet wri:en in ink and 
addressed to an arDst. Two pages, document signed on the 

second page by Dubuffet. 
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Fig. 2 - Henry Darger’s Apartment 
1973 
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Fig. 3 - The Slaying Death of Jennie Anges, aged six - THE 
LITTLE GIRL MARTYR 

Henry Darger 
Drawing 

Fig. 4 - At Norma Catherine, only to escape again  
 Henry Darger 

1940 
Carbon transfer and watercolor on paper 

19"x47 
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Fig. 5 - London-North 
Adolf Wölfli 

1911 
From "From the Cradle to 

the Graave” 
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Fig. 6 - UnDtled 
Josef Forster 

From the Prinzhorn CollecDon 
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Fig. 7 - Sex Skull 
Paint on Canvas 
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Fig. 8 - John Wayne Gacy - 2 Page Typed Le:er Signed 
 Dated September 27, 1991 

Serial Killers Ink  
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Male and Female 
1942-1943 

Oil on Canvas 
6 feet 1 1/4 inches × 48 15/16 inches (186.1 × 124.3 cm) 
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Yayoi Kusama with Dots Obsession 
2012  

InstallaDon View: Kusama's solo exhibiDon: 
”YAYOI KUSAMA ETERNITY OF ETERNAL ETERNITY” at 

Matsumoto City Museum of Art, Nagano, Japan 
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